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Collection Description:
Collection of 16 reprinted and undated photographs and images that were once on display in Cambridge City Hall. Each image has been printed on glossy paper, have a mat frame and are mounted on foam core. This collection represents the architectural evolution of the city hall building.

Box list:

Historic photograph of Cambridge City Hall council chambers
Modern photograph of Cambridge City Hall council chambers
Historic photograph of Cambridge City Hall exterior
Historic photograph of Cambridge City Hall entrance from the exterior
Historic photograph of the interior staircase at Cambridge City Hall
Declaration of Frederick H. Rindge donating the Cambridge City Hall building to the City of Cambridge, 22 October 1890
Portrait of Frederick Hastings Rindge
Image of blueprints outlining each floor of city hall and the longitudinal section
“Accepted Design for Cambridge City Hall” by Longfellow, Alden & Harlow (Architects)
Modern exterior view of Cambridge City Hall
Plat map of area around Cambridge City Hall after construction
Plat map of area around Cambridge City Hall before construction
Historic photograph of home at 15 Inman Street
Modern photograph of home at 15 Inman Street
Street view of Cambridge, c. 1940s